Uptake Powers Predictive Maintenance

Uptake is a leader in predictive analytics software-as-a-service (SaaS), working to translate data into smarter operations. Uptake delivers actionable predictive maintenance insights from your existing Platform Science implementation to allow fleet and shop managers to do their job more effectively and efficiently. Users can enable operational excellence at an unprecedented level - proactively schedule repairs, reducing risk, and leading to efficiency gains and better vehicle performance. Uptake helps you improve uptime, reliability, reputation, and bottom line.

ABOUT US

Driven by industrial data science, Uptake enables and delivers actionable insights that predict truck and component failure, optimize parts and maintenance strategies, and visualize cost information with more than 45 patents, almost 200 data science models and recognition by Gartner, Verdantix, the World Economic Forum, CNBC, and Forbes.

PROBLEM STATEMENT

Uptake Fleet makes sense of the mountain of data being generated by your fleet.

Unlike relying on reactive and noisy fault-code-only analysis, Uptake accesses raw sensor data through Platform Science and applies data science models trained and improved over years on millions of machines over billions of hours of data to enhance lead time on failure alerts.

This helps your maintenance and operations workers cut through the noise and prioritize what needs to be addressed first and with the most impact. This provides your fleet with fast and significant returns on investment.
KEEP YOUR TRUCKS ON THE ROAD

Enhance your preventive maintenance program with predictive maintenance. Uptake Fleet empowers your team to cut maintenance costs, increase uptime, and improve fuel efficiency. Predictive maintenance just got more comprehensive with Uptake Fleet. Watch now to discover.

Want to learn more? Check out Uptake Fleet under Apps + Integrations here. Read more about Uptake Fleet here.

"We don’t spend any money without a return on investment. The R&M (repair and maintenance) savings, towing savings, rental savings...we’re making money off this system, and you can, too.”

-Fleet Capability Manager Leading Global Food and Beverage Corporation